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ABSTRACT

In the framework of BPHZ renormalization procedure,

we discuss the equivalence between 4-dimensional renorma

lizable massive quantum electrodynamics (Stueckelberg

lagrangian), and massive QED in the unitary gauge.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Massive QED can be described by the Proca-Wentzel' ' La-

grangian:

However, this is a non-renonnalizable theory, due to the

ultra-violet behavior of the vector meson propagator:

ãF IO = t —— 2 (2)

As in massless QED, we introduce a tern proportional to

AT) , which improves the ultra-violet behavior. In this way

we are led to the Stueckelberg ' Lagrangian:

(3)

which describes the interaction of a vector meson with a

ferrai on, in an indefinite metric Hubert space.

We define the physical subspace by the sane procedure as

used by Gupta-Bleuler:
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If we now make the following formal gauge transformation:

-it Atxij <+<*> (5b)

A w .- -L- 9. A^c») (so

we obtain the separation of the dynamics:

(6)

so that the dynamics of the physical fields is separated from

that of the ghost d». A^ (which has negative metric).

However, all this separation is onl* formal, first be-

cause the renormalization of the Pxoca lagrangian requires an

infinite number of counterterms ; and also expj_-t* /U«)J

is not well defined<2), in such a way that if ̂ cl> defines a

operator valued distribution, *}(.*) does not .

In the present paper we proove the equivalence between

the theory in the Stueckelberg's lagrangian and that one with

Proca's lagrangian with counterterms (which we shall call

unitary gauge), taking into account the problem of renorma-

lization. In 2-dimensions this has been done in Ref. (3).

Our paper is divided as follows:

Having stated the problem in section II, we adjust the

parameters (which appear in unitary gauge's lagrangian) in

section ill so that Green's functions in the renormalizable

case be independent of rr£ (: « w ) on the mass shell.
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In section IV we prove that parameters can be fixed in

such a way that Green's functions be equivalent in both theories,

in such a way that they differ only by a renoraallzation.

In section V we give an explicit example which shows

that the parameters become infinite in the limit 'wy,-»00'

II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

With the Proca lagrangian the photon propagator turns

out to be

The interaction is given by

(8)

yielding a superficial degree of divergence

S cf)

Since o (Í) depends en N y M , any Green's function

will eventually turn out to be divergent. Consequently we

have a non-renormalizable theory, and an infinite number of

counterterms is generated. In order to define a unique

theory an infinite number of renoxmalization conditions 1

required. This arbitraryness will be fixed by the following



criterion: the Green's functions of the unitary gauge (non-

renormalizable theory) must be equivalent to those of the

renornalizable gauges.

Having in mind this aim, we define the following A -

dependent Laqrangian ( 1 -Lagrangian):

lM-c) N, &t] • ± M, I F^PH •

p
where XL^^ is a coaplete, linearly independent

set of formally gauge-invariant counterterns. The prescrip-

tion to find the finite part is the BPHZ renormalisable

procedure, with degree:

lit). A. i P f . It -lít * L

= T>« of external boson lines atached to vertices

or H j a

but not to Ap. from ( 3|», - í« Aj», ̂ ^rfof the other enternal

boson lines, in such a way that

, T T lSU

A, can be parametrized as follows:



where

•i ^ 2-c* -
° is the same as cJj-,

r refers to any of the possible permutations of K, i{ ,

fir • ^v ' *»• » *á > ' such that m,n,p,p1,q stay invariant,

besides integration by parts.

TYl .juj. is a matrix to contract the Lorentz indices,

and finally

O s ^ X iC O 4 <C P* ^ dC n • O "* *
2,

We call attention to the fact that if 2«0 and ™ o * °D

the ̂ -lagrangian becomes the Proca-Lagrangian (plus,of course,

an infinite number of counterterms). If f*(/Uj):Or we have

for A »1 the StuecJcelberg lagrangian

The problem now is to show that Green* s functions are

independent of A .

III. DEPENDENCE ON mf

Now we shall fix the counterterms in such a way that the

usual relation is ensured ' :

where A>^ vanishes in the mass-shell.

For simplicity, we define



We define furthermore:

Hi

7.

(12a)

= -b_ J2JL£_ awl C - i C- . u (12b)

A s -

A» = --4- $<**

2s, \

|

From the Gell-Man Low formula we have:

ih.



In order to use this formula let us establish a relation

between Ao and ^ : ^

~ (16)

Using

A
+

sSi

and
5,5

• z

- ?, s-
we find

I j ) • (.»«.)
A A

C17)

(18)

(19)

A ÂK

(20)

Due to gauge invariance of <Oa :

A A*

c-M) i

A s 5

-
A

A

A

-I
A >*•

(21)



where is
or

Iterating the above process for the other vertex we find:

(22)

•J3J3
with ^i coming from the extra subtraction of

Í2

and X-i from the 2 extra subtractions from:

They can be written as - A,.

Now inserting

Z

in (15) and comparing with (23) we obtain

a x a., C

so that

(23)

(24)

(25a)

(25b)
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1

. . . _ . _ _ (»)
J
o

(27)

So that (11) holds.

IV) THE EQOIVMJHCE

In this section we shall proove that the Green's functions

calculated with the ^-lagrangian (10) are j-indepeadeat, i>e.

we shall proove that (3)

= o (28)

From the Gell-Man-Low foraula:

(29)

Inserting (24) in (29)

, I i M*. * JJL(i-a)V + 2 L U-Ji) ̂ - (et

(30)
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Now it is our aim to find H /|r gauge independent,

that is:

We can construct uu by the following procedure: gauge

invariant A» are constructed, taking linear combinations of

the A 's .
3

t32)

I

V = ) M (33)

0 ^ "

!

(34)

] H ^ ^ (35)

Then we can write:

*J

'it - ^ ^ S v ^ 4' such that

where the coeficient of 4^, is independent of m . We put

m =0, and impose ^ ̂  -Q, Í 3^ * o holds independently of m ,

9 A ^
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since the coeficient of Zi , is *no independent). By the fact
3

that det [>jj +0

(37)

1
10)

,» can be calculated in perturbation theory, using:

and the normalization conditons of QED for i* < o . Equation

(37) implies independe

respect to A, eq.(28).

(37) implies independence of the Green's functions with

V) AN EXAMPLE

In this chapter we take the explicit Green's function
r K.o)
\̂ and proove that

f"("i:
2. The counterterms diverge for ̂ =1 as it should be,

because in this case, the graphs are explicitly finite,

but Green's function must be infinite, because in

the case A =0 the Green's functions are infinite.

Let us take

J-J

4-



An straightforward calculation shows that:

13.

(38)

where

ID)

(A)
W> O.

• V" * h
comes from anisotropies, and Ĵ from

(39)

(40)

0--5

we note that

(41)

r ( 0 ID

= 0

M'

( 4 2 )

( 4 3 )

( 4 4 )

For >iu » M we find:

( 4 5 )

(46 )
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(47)

(48)

r. ~ It (49)

which diverge logaritmically when integrated.
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FOOTNOTES

[l] The gauge independence of ̂ iu will be used to put y*\t * °

in equation (37). This is important in order not to have

contradiction between

and ^-" * °


